Abstract: Using phase-measurement interferometry we observe the self-induced waveguide of a nematicon. The measured high nonlocality of the reorientational nonlinearity of our nematic liquid crystal agrees with our (2+1)-D numerical simulation.
Introduction
The ability to counterbalance diffraction of laser beams with nonlinear self-focusing, that is to form spatial optical solitons, has proved great fundamental as well as applied interests. Among the variety of available nonlinear materials, nematic liquid crystals (NLC) have recently emerged thanks to their huge nonlinearities [1] . NLC are characterized by the property of their constituent molecules to align in a same mean direction. This state of matter gives rise to a molecular reorientational nonlinearity which is intrinsically nonlocal, in addition to be noninstantaneous. The so-called nematicons [2, 3] -i.e. narrow (2+1)-D soliton beams generated via the molecular reorientational nonlinearity of NLC -have already been proved to be of nonlocal nature [4] . The nonlocality of the nonlinearity allows, e.g., to prevent the collapse instability in a bulk or to generate single-component multimode solitons [5] . The question of the degree of nonlocality is however an important issue. Indeed, high nonlocality -i.e. a much higher spatial extent of the nonlinear response compared with the soliton beam waist -provides new features owing to simplicity of the underlying theory, thus explaining the accessible soliton terminology [6] . For example, the nonlinear index at the origin of self-focusing becomes power dependent, as opposed to the intensity dependency of the Kerr limit.
In this communication we present an experimental proof of the highly nonlocal nonlinearity at the origin of narrow soliton propagation in NLC. Though nematicons are likely to be the archetype of accessible solitons [7] , to our best knowledge no direct observation of their wide self-consistent waveguide has been performed yet. The experiment is based on a simple interferometric arrangement combined with a phase-measuring technique.
Measurement of the soliton-induced waveguide profile
The purpose of the experiment is to measure the profile of the graded-index waveguide that is self-induced by a soliton beam inside the NLC. To this end we measure the phase disturbance that a quasi plane (and monochromatic) optical wave experiences by passing through the cell, i.e. perpendicularly to the soliton beam. The experimental set-up is depicted on Fig. 1 below. The nonlinear medium is a 75 µm-thick E7 planar nematic liquid crystal which is obtained by a proper design of a planar confining cell realized with two glass plates. The characteristics of such a very-high-quality cell are similar to those of previously reported experiments [3, 5] . In brief, a rubbing layer at the glass-NLC interfaces favors the desired planar alignment of the crystal, and a proper coating of the glass plates' inner faces allows a low-frequency electric field to be applied along the thickness x of the crystal. In this way optically-induced molecular reorientation in the mW-power range is possible together with a negligible thermal nonlinearity [3] . The optical set-up is composed of two parts. On the one hand a 870-nm CW laser beam is focused at the input window of the cell in order to generate a (2+1)-D spatial soliton. Experimental conditions of soliton beam propagation are also similar to those of Ref. [3] . On the other hand a 633-nm CW laser beam serves in an interferometric arrangement used for the measurement of the soliton-induced waveguide. Before being separated, this beam is spatially filtered and enlarged (this is not displayed on Fig. 1 ) in order to catch a significant area of the NLC cell where the soliton propagates. By letting one arm's beam pass through the cell and then interfere with the other one, information about a spatial disturbance of the refractive index can be retrieved. This is possible when this beam crosses our positive uniaxial NLC as an extraordinary beam, i.e. polarized along z. It may then experience a spatially nonuniform phase shift because of a nonuniform distribution of the molecular orientation ( )
, , x y z of the NLC. The idea is to use a phasestepping method [8] to measure the phase disturbance induced by a nematicon. We chose the Carré technique for which four phase-shifted fringe patterns are grabbed one after the other, a constant phase shift being added between each grab. This relative-phase shift is introduced by tilting a parallel glass plate in one arm of the interferometer. Even if calibration of the phase shifter is not necessary for the Carré technique, care is taken to ensure a linear variation of the optical path delay versus the tilt angle . Phase extraction and unwrapping are then computed with help of the IDEA software developed at the University of Graz [9] . Images are grabbed through the combination of an objective and a CCD camera. A laser-line 633-nm filter, when on, allows to cut the image of the soliton (which is obtained by collecting the light scattered above the cell) in order to grab a fringe pattern only. The spatial resolution of our imaging system is estimated to be 3 m. µ Fig. 2(a) shows one stationary fringe pattern obtained in the presence of the soliton beam, otherwise shown on Fig. 2(b) . [Because of a practical constraint imposed by our cell, fringe patterns can only be viewed from 300 µm after the beginning of the soliton propagation. On this distance, however, the beam remains almost invariant, which is consistent with the measured value of the propagation losses 1 ( 3 cm ) that essentially limit the soliton propagation distance.] As expected, the solitoninduced waveguide introduces a distortion of the fringes which, in the absence of the soliton, are obviously parallel, as the beams interfere at a significant angle. With the three other phase-shifted fringe patterns the spatially nonuniform phase map of Fig. 2(c) is computed, thus revealing the (y, z) -distribution of the x-integrated refractive index encountered by the beam at the cell crossing. Extracted from Fig, 2(c), Fig. 2(d) displays a relevant phase profile at the beginning of the image ( 307 m). z µ As can be seen, it shows a maximum phase shift of about 1.3 that corresponds to the center of the soliton beam. More important, this phase-shift profile (linearly proportional to the x-integrated refractive index) is symmetric and has a spatial extent of about 45 µm, that is 11 times the soliton width. This result is a clear observation of the highly nonlocal nonlinearity provided by the molecular reorientation of our NLC in the case of a narrow soliton beam. At further propagation distance the soliton begins to undergo loss-induced power depletion, as Fig. 2(b) also shows. Hence, the "soliton" width slightly increases. This explains why, at the end of the image, the self-induced waveguide becomes wider ( 59 m). µ x introduced by the lowfrequency electric field is subtracted to the total angle as it yields a constant contribution to the phase shift we are not interested in]. It then becomes possible to calculate the variation of the extraordinary index from the opticallyinduced reorientation. By integrating the obtained index distribution along the thickness x, it is possible to calculate the spatially nonuniform phase shift a plane wave would experience by passing through the cell, that is what we observe experimentally. Fig. 3(c) presents the result of such a calculation at an arbitrary propagation distance z with an indicative profile of the soliton. Both the spatial extent and the shape of the obtained phase-shift profile are in good agreement with the experiment.
Conclusion
With help of a simple interferometric arrangement we were able to measure the spatial extent of the nonlocality of the molecular reorientational nonlinearity inside a planar-nematic liquid-crystal cell. Applied to the case of a narrow soliton beam, namely a nematicon, the self-induced waveguide was measured to extend up to at least ten times the soliton width. Moreover, both the width and the shape of the induced waveguide are in good agreement with a numerical simulation of soliton propagation in our NLC planar cell. Besides, the obtained high nonlocality confirms that the parameters -optical power and beam waist -used in the experiment provides the observation with the accessible soliton regime [6, 7] . Beyond this preliminary result, experiments must be driven concerning, e.g., the evolution of the nonlocality with respect to soliton parameters.
